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The Satanic Talmud 
& The Synagogue of Satan 

Part 9 
 

Since the first news about the Coronavirus hit a few weeks ago, there has been report after 
report on news from China regarding the virus.  News reporting has been sketchy to the 
sensational.  One has to be discerning when evaluating the reports coming from sources 
around the world about the lockdown of entire cities in China.  Because of China’s efforts to 
keep a lid on the facts has only spurred exaggeration of details, facts, implications, it has 
been a dizzy process of sorting out the facts from the fiction.  But ultimately the intrigue 
always seems to circle back to the House of Rothschild, as is the case here. 
 
The Coronavirus initially was blamed upon the eating bats, which melted away quickly as a 
deception.  Then Robert David Steele suggested it was a bioweapon and painted it as a cover 
to 5G radiation sickness.  Wuhan, the site of the initial outbreak city of 10-million raised 
attention to the fact that Wuhan had been selected as a model city for the new 5G 
technology, and thus perhaps it was really related to radiation sickness from satellite 
transmission.  That may or may not be the driving issue, only time will tell for sure.  Evidence 
of 5G radiation sickness was a strong factor reported on close confinement on cruise ships 
and hospitals.  As I began this article, the statistics indicate the fatality rate is 2% of those 
infected with the Coronavirus, and somewhat higher in Italy and Iran at much higher rates. 
 
This report may not seem relevant to the title of the series but let me assure you it is more 
relevant than you can ever imagine.  We are in the End Game stage of the global New World 
Order and this becomes evident when you read the Millennium Report content posted on 
2/20/2020.  The Millennium Report does not name its writers, obviously for their personal 
safety.  They go right to the juggler so to speak, when it comes down to putting out the 
details behind the stories.  I will include a few of the Millennium Reports relative to this 
particular issue and the people behind the global events.   
 
In this report the Millennium Report links six important supportive reports, each adding more 
information behind the purpose of the Coronavirus release.  The Millennium Report and its 
State of the Nation web site provides the most comprehensive data on what the world has 
not been told and been confronted with.  The 16 reasons highlighted in the list below will 
enable the reader to get a big picture of the larger issue behind the story.  It is far larger than 
most people can grasp or handle.  It is not simply a simple accident or intentional release of 
pathogens into the atmosphere. 
 
For example, Bill Gates invested $10-million dollars in a UK company that has modified the 
Coronavirus, plus has the patent on it, as well as having a vaccine for treating the virus.  
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Details on this can be found at ‘AIM Truth Bites’ https://aol.com/webmail-std/en-us/suite It 
will take the reader to a linked interview between Michael McKibben and Douglas Gabriel.  
The video is tagged ‘Q Queen’s Qinetiq’.  It was found on Vimeo at 
https://vimeo.com/392798558.  Vimeo days ago de-platformed and removed the video that 
confirmed the Queen of England is deeply involved in the Eugenics issue of depopulation.  
The Mike and Doug show ties together everything which the Millennial Report included in 
this report, names the names of the individuals responsible for the Coronavirus bio-weapon 
which we are told is doubling every six days in the U.S.   
 
The company that Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation invested $10-million into is a company 
by the name of Pirbright Institute.  Founder Lord PirBright was a Rothschild!   Lord Pirbright 
was the grandson of Mayer Amschel Bauer Rothschild.  He married one of the Rothschild’s 
offspring as well.  The Pirbright Institute holds a U.S. Patent #10,130,701 B2 for the 
Coronavirus and have a vaccine patented as well.   SERCO, a UK company owned by the 
Rothschild’s manages the U.S. Patent Office under a contract.  The Corona virus is not new, 
and from what I have discovered, it is repackaged every few years, and given a new name for 
the fear porn media that seeks to create fear and panic. 
 

 

https://aol.com/webmail-std/en-us/suite
https://vimeo.com/392798558
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So, along with the fact that Bill and Melinda Gates is the largest investor of companies 
involved with vaccines and population reduction, we know they invested $10-million into the 
vaccine business of Pirbright Institute.  We know that this Coronavirus was released into the 
Chinese central population of the industrial region of southeast China.  The Bio4 lab in Wuhan 
City was built illegally by a Harvard scientist.  A Harvard University professor arrested by 
federal authorities in February has been accused by the U.S. government of lying to officials 
about his ties to a Chinese school and program aimed at furthering the communist 
superpower’s “scientific development, economic prosperity and national security.” 
 
Charles Leiber, who chairs the prestigious Harvard’s Chemistry and Chemical Biology 
Department, was taken into custody at his office. He has been charged with one count of 
making a materially false, fictitious and fraudulent statement – and was to appear Tuesday 
January 28th, 2020 in federal court in Boston, according to the U.S. Attorney’s Office of the 
District of Massachusetts. 
 
“Unbeknownst to Harvard University, beginning in 2011, Lieber became a ‘Strategic Scientist’ 
at Wuhan University of Technology (WUT) in China and was a contractual participant in 
China’s Thousand Talents Plan from in or about 2012 to 2017,” a statement from the Office 
says. 
 
“China’s Thousand Talents Plan is one of the most prominent Chinese Talent recruitment 
plans that are designed to attract, recruit, and cultivate high-level scientific talent in 
furtherance of China’s scientific development, economic prosperity and national security,” it 
continues. “These talent programs seek to lure Chinese overseas talent and foreign experts to 
bring their knowledge and experience to China and reward individuals for stealing proprietary 
information.”   
 
Prosecutors said Leiber’s research group at Harvard – which specializes in nanoscience – has 
received more than $15 million in grant funding from the National Institute of Health and U.S. 
Department of Defense. The grants, they say, require “the disclosure of significant foreign 
financial conflicts of interest, including financial support from foreign governments or foreign 
entities.” 
 
But federal investigators allege that Leiber “lied” about his involvement with China and the 
Wuhan University of Technology. Under the terms of his Thousand Talents contract, they say, 
the school paid him $50,000 a month and awarded him more than $1.5 million to set up a 
research lab in Wuhan.  
 
The Wuhan institution also allegedly provided Leiber with round-trip, business class flights to 
and from China, prosecutors say.  “In return, Lieber was obligated to work for WUT ‘not less 
than nine months a year’ by ‘declaring international cooperation projects, cultivating young 
teachers and Ph.D. students, organizing international conference[s], applying for patents and 
publishing articles in the name of’ WUT,” the district attorney’s office said in its statement. 
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U.S. prosecutors say around April 2018, “during an interview with investigators, Lieber stated 
that he was never asked to participate in the Thousand Talents Program” and that he 
“’wasn’t sure’ how China categorized him.” 
 
The statement also says Lieber, later that year, “caused Harvard to falsely tell NIH that Lieber 
‘had no formal association with WUT’ after 2012, that ‘WUT continued to falsely exaggerate’ 
his involvement with WUT in subsequent years, and that Lieber ‘is not and has never been a 
participant in’ China’s Thousand Talents Plan."   
 
Harvard officials, in response to Leiber’s arrest Tuesday, say he has been placed on 
“indefinite” paid administrative leave and has been barred from the campus, according to the 
Harvard Crimson student newspaper.  A second professor has been reportedly arrested in 
mid-March and alleged to be part of the crime. 
 
“The charges brought by the U.S. government against Professor Lieber are extremely serious,” 
University spokesperson Jonathan Swain said in a statement. “Harvard is cooperating with 
federal authorities, including the National Institutes of Health, and is conducting its own 
review of the alleged misconduct.”   
 
The fact that Professor Charles Leiber is a dual Jewish citizen, and has dual passports for the 
U.S. and Israel is suspicious as well as being relative to the fact that the Satanic Rothschild’s 
name seems to come up quite frequently in delicate matters.  Remember, the Rothschild’s 
became the sole owners of technology for a microcontroller chip that was in route from 
Malaysia to China when the plane mysteriously changed directions and disappeared from 
radar.   
 
The fact that Rolls Royce in West Sussex, UK monitored its jet engines on the Boeing airliner 
model 777-200ER, by satellite unbeknownst to the world, proved the plane remained in the 
air for more than six hours over the Indian Ocean, making a short fuel stop at the U.S./UK 
island of Diego Garcia.  Its ultimate destination likely included a fuel stop at Eilat, Israel, at 
the northern tip of the Red Sea.  The story of MH370 and the 20 Freescale/IBM engineers on 
board were all equal share-holders in the super-secret micro-controller along with the 
venture capitalist that invested in the company Freescale Semiconductor.  The Rothschild’s 
unsurprisingly became the owner of the patent of the device when all parties were declared 
dead by a court about a year ago.   
 
Freescale Semiconductor has since been acquired by NXP Semiconductor. Freescale 
Semiconductor parts are now a part of the NXP family as of (Dec., 2015).  The tragic loss of 
the now Rothschild-owned technology that resulted in the death of 20 Freescale 
Semiconductor employees becomes just another tragic aviation accident statistic. 
 
As the world leader in secure connectivity solutions for embedded applications, NXP is driving 
innovation in the secure connected vehicle, end-to-end security & privacy and smart 
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connected solutions markets. Built on more than 60 years of combined experience and 
expertise, the company has 45,000 employees in more than 35 countries. 
 
The relationship between Pirbright Institute and the Harvard professor, if any at all, remains 
to be investigated.  The company that manages the U.S. Patent Office, SERCO, is also a 
Rothschild company.  The Millennium Report did a report June 7, 2018, entitled SERCO 
Agents, Rothschild Banksters and Their Sabotage Schemes Against Civilian Airliners.  You can 
read it in the link: http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/06/serco-agents-rothschild-
banksters-and-their-sabot...  
 
Michael McKibbon and Dr. Douglas Gabriel exposed how the CIA stole the technology of what 
you know as the social media giant Facebook from Michael McKibbon’s company Leader 
Technologies of Columbus, Ohio a few years ago.   Michael’s company has a $1-trillion lawsuit 
lien against the U.S. Government.  The social media technology was stolen by President 
Clinton’s intelligence adviser, James P. Chandler in 2002.  The $1-trillion lien was filed under 
the Miller Act in 2018.  The full story on the theft of what is known as Facebook today is 
mentioned in a Millennium Report at:  http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/08/leader-
technologies-files-trillion-dollar-bond-lien-...  
 

 

OPERATION CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC:  
16 Reasons for the Deployment of this  

Devastating Bioweapon in 2020 
(February 20, 2020) 

 

State of the Nation 
 
Special Note: As of this moment, the Internet space is awash with every theory and 
hypothesis, speculation and suspicion, debate and argument imaginable about the origin and 
purpose of the Wuhan coronavirus.  However, at this point, all that really matters are the 
answers to two key questions: Who did it?  And, why did they do it?  There’s a third question 
that can also be asked that greatly facilitates the process of discovery—“Cui bono?” [Who 
benefits?] Hence, the real perpetrators of this global psyop can easily be identified by 
astutely observing all the diverse consequences and salient outcomes which will become 
more evident with each passing month.  Many of those consequences and outcomes are 
listed below and will irrefutably incriminate the only tribe capable of such a “maggiore 
operazione”. See: Nothing changes until those who secretly rule the U.S. are prosecuted for 
9/11, JFK, OK City, 5G, Chemtrails, Vaccines…. 
 
 
First, let’s establish some basic findings of fact and crucial data points about the transparently 
staged Wuhan coronavirus pandemic.  As follows: 
 

http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/06/serco-agents-rothschild-banksters-and-their-sabot
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/06/serco-agents-rothschild-banksters-and-their-sabot
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/08/leader-technologies-files-trillion-dollar-bond-lien-
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/08/leader-technologies-files-trillion-dollar-bond-lien-
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FACT: The Wuhan coronavirus, identified by WHO as COVID-19, is a highly complex 
pathogenic microorganism that causes an extremely contagious disease process. 
 
FACT: This bioengineered coronavirus is transformed into a much more powerful bioweapon 
when released into an environment that has an activated 5G power grid, specific chemtrail 
formulations are being systematically sprayed, the populace has been vaccinated with flu 
vaccines and ever present industrial pollution has compromised the respiratory systems. 
 
FACT: This particular strain of coronavirus was created in a technologically advanced 
bioengineering laboratory and designed, not only to kill on a mass scale, but also to sustain a 
global pandemic.  The virus has a SARS element and two AIDS elements inserted in it. 
 
FACT: This extremely virulent form of coronavirus was released in Wuhan, China during the 
same year that the city was designated a 5G demonstration zone which indicates the 
intention to commit genocide. 
 
FACT: The coronavirus bioweapon could only have been launched, and successfully covered 
up, by an exceedingly powerful group of state actors, corporate entities and transnational 
institutions that subscribe to the New World Order globalist agenda. 
 
FACT: The Wuhan coronavirus pandemic is an unusually premeditated depopulation event 
directed at China via a race-specific bioweapon similar to previous bioterrorist attacks against 
the Chinese such as the 2002 SARS outbreak. 
 
FACT: This bioterrorist attack could very well evolve into a slow-motion Extinction Level Event 
and has already had overwhelming impacts on the global economy as it has caused China’s 
economy to grind to a halt. 
 
(Source: BIOENGINEERED CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC: An elaborately staged global, false-flag, 
bioterror operation using real bioweapons aimed at multiples targets and with numerous 
NWO objectives). 
 
 

Main Reasons for the Wuhan Coronavirus Pandemic 
 
There are actually several reasons why the New World Order globalist cabal has carried out 
the extraordinarily complex scheme known as the “Wuhan coronavirus pandemic”. 
 
The following list represents the primary objectives of this emerging pandemic and, 
therefore, the intentions of those who run the world from the shadows.  Each clandestine 
goal shown below contributes considerably to the advancement of the New World Order 
agenda. 
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While the implementation plan of the Wuhan coronavirus pandemic is being carried out 
every hour of every day throughout 2020, the true NWO motives will become crystal clear 
with each passing month.  Globalism is on the march as a result of the nationalist 
governments and patriot movements springing up across the planet.  Hence, the globalists 
put their plans to forge a Global Control Matrix into overdrive via the coronavirus scare as a 
means of compensating for so much time lost. 
 
It’s of paramount importance for every resident of planet Earth to understand that the NWO 
perpetrators have a timeline set to establish a totalitarian One World Government, which will 
operate quite like the tyrannical European Union.  Clearly, the coronavirus was released in 
China in the interest of achieving various aims that will facilitate the transition to global 
governance. 
 
In point of fact, the mix of 16 globalist goals that follow could only be accomplished with a 
highly organized conspiratorial plot by which coordinated acts of bioterrorism would have 
profound and pervasive consequences for the entire planetary.  Such a Tavistock-inspired 
psyop could then produce a sufficient level of manufactured consent where citizenries 
everywhere demand the formation of a One World Government. 
 
Now here’s the list of reasons why The Powers That Be bioengineered the Wuhan coronavirus 
pandemic, which is by no means exhaustive.  Other NWO motives will surely surface in the 
months ahead.  That is now a given fact and has been confirmed in mid-March. 
 
(1) Foist a One World Government upon the World Community of Nations 
 
(2) Accelerate the Inauguration of Israel as the World Capital of a Global Government Run 
from Jerusalem 
 
(3) Ensure the Rapid and Widespread Military Deployment of 5G Globally 
 
(4) Institute Forced Vaccination Programs Worldwide Mandating Coronavirus Vaccines 
 
(5) Distract Humanity from Rampant Globalist Corruption and Criminality 
 
(6) Foster a Conducive Environment for the Hot Phase of World War III and Trigger Event for 
Armed Conflict 
 
(7) Fabricate a Pretext for the Controlled Demolition of the Global Economic & Financial 
System 
 
(8) Effectuate a Genocide in China as well as Global Depopulation Event Threatening to 
Become an Extinction Level Event 
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(9) Fear-monger throughout the Planetary Civilization in order to Exert Draconian Controls 
Over the Mind-Controlled Masses 
 
(10) Expand and Strengthen the UN Powers Granted to the World Health Organization 
Toward a Global Medical Tyranny 
 
(11) Coerce China to Comply with American Economic Demands and Trade Policies 
 
(12) Advance the Greater Israel Project by Disabling Chinese, Russian and Indian Support for 
Iran 
 
(13) Establish an International Cashless Society with a One World Currency via a Single Digital 
Cryptocurrency 
 
(14) Infect the Entire Global Population with the Coronavirus so That Future Outbreaks Can 
Be Triggered via Vaccines, 5G, Chemtrails, etc. 
 
(15) Pose a Serious Threat to Trump’s Re-election with a Black Swan Event that Crashes the 
Stock Market and Collapses the U.S. Economy 
 
(16) Promote the Build-out of the Internet of Things as a Solution to Future Pandemics 
 
There are other significant reasons that are not listed above, which will be addressed in 
future posts as they more fully manifest.  Vital background information and historical data 
about this bioengineered pandemic can be found in the first 3 exposés of this ongoing series 
as follows: 
 
WUHAN CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC BIOENGINEERED: Who’s behind it, why now and why 
China?  
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/01/wuhan-coronavirus-pandemic-bioengineered-
who...  
 
Wuhan Coronavirus Bioterrorist Attack Is China’s 9/11, Same Perps 
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/02/wuhan-coronavirus-bio-attack-is-chinas-9-11-sam  
 
STAGED CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC: An International Criminal Conspiracy of Epic Proportions 
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/02/staged-coronavirus-pandemic-an-international-
cri...  
 
These three exposés break down the real Wuhan coronavirus back story.  They also flesh out 
the skeleton of this extremely broad and deep conspiracy which then supports the 16 reasons 
listed above.  Such a sophisticated series of acts of biowarfare could only have been 
undertaken by the major Western military powers of the Zio-Anglo-American Axis.  Not only 
does no other state actor possess the advanced bioengineering technology and means of 

http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/01/wuhan-coronavirus-pandemic-bioengineered-who
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/01/wuhan-coronavirus-pandemic-bioengineered-who
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/02/wuhan-coronavirus-bio-attack-is-chinas-9-11-sam
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/02/staged-coronavirus-pandemic-an-international-cri
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/02/staged-coronavirus-pandemic-an-international-cri
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stealthy coronavirus dissemination, no other countries would be so foolish as to attack China 
in such a brazen and reckless manner. 
 
Why is this a “coronavirus neutron bomb”? 
 
Because, the stealthy release of the coronavirus was the aggressive deployment of a 
bioweapon, as an act of biowarfare using a deadly infection agent, designed to wipe out the 
targeted populations in China while leaving the buildings intact. 
 
That’s also what neutron bombs do! 
 
And, that’s exactly what the perpetrators planned for.  A neutron bomb kills all the people at 
ground zero while leaving all structures standing with no damage. 
 
It’s important to note that the very same tribe was responsible for the dropping of two 
atomic bombs on Japan, firebombing of Tokyo, firebombing of Dresden, carpet-bombing of 
Hamburg, spraying of Agent Orange in Vietnam, etc., etc., etc.  [Zionist Freemasonry] 
 
These same inveterate warmongers have displayed no reluctance to commit acts of genocide 
and other heinous war crimes like those perpetrated during the Syrian War by the ISIS 
terrorist groups which they created, armed, funded and materially supported. 
 
Now here we are in China, and the very same cabal — the same tribe of genocidal maniacs– 
has no reservations about exterminating a whole race.  And, they will do it here in the USA if 
they are not stopped post-haste. See: The Hidden Powers Behind the Destruction of America 
http://themillenniumreport.com/2019/12/the-hidden-powers-behind-the-destruction-of-
ame...  
 
It should also be pointed out that the same mass-murdering cabal was responsible for the 
French Revolution, Bolshevik Revolution, World Wars I & II, Korean War, Vietnam War, Iraq 
Wars, Afghanistan War, Libyan War and Ukraine Civil War, as well as the ongoing cold phase 
of their planned World War III.  So what won’t they do in the pursuit of total world 
domination?!?! 
 
STRATFOR Chief Reveals Zio-Anglo-American Plot For World Domination  
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=22223  
 
Conclusion: 
 
What transpires over the course of 2020 will inevitably demonstrate how much of each of the 
foregoing objectives are successfully accomplished by the International Banking Cartel.  For 
its only with the blessing of the world’s power elite such as the Black Nobility, Committee of 
300 and other powerful Illuminati families that such ill-conceived biowarfare could have 
taken place. 

http://themillenniumreport.com/2019/12/the-hidden-powers-behind-the-destruction-of-ame
http://themillenniumreport.com/2019/12/the-hidden-powers-behind-the-destruction-of-ame
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=22223
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The perpetrators may terminate the Wuhan coronavirus pandemic bioterror operation once 
they are found out by a critical mass of people.  This highly misguided and malevolent scheme 
has not only angered a lot of folks the world over, it has drawn close scrutiny from millions of 
awake victims who want answers—NOW!  Thank the Internet for that little wrinkle in this 
NWO depopulation scheme gone seriously awry, though they probably do not know that yet. 
 
The perps could also decide to intensify this global psyop (out of sheer desperation) by 
conducting even more bioterror black operations against targeted nation states, 
transnational corporations or other institutional entities that have left, or tried to leave, the 
NWO reservation.  In any event, THERE WILL BE BLOWBACK.  And it will occur when the guilty 
least expect it.  The Chinese are notorious for making sure that “instant karma” happens as 
close to the scene of the crime as possible.  And the perps will not even see it coming. 
 
KEY POINTS: It really does appear that the voracious reptiles at the top of the food chain 
miscalculated with this naked depopulation event.  Whereas scaremongering usually works 
pretty well for them, sometimes it can backfire—BIG TIME.  Therefore, we are likely to see a 
boomerang effect that somehow exposes and takes out the most dangerous criminally insane 
psychopaths directly associated with the Wuhan bioterrorism such as Bill Gates, George Soros 
and other VIP vaccine pushers.  Likewise, every high-profile 5G advocate and chemtrail denier 
is subject to a crash-and-burn moment for similar reasons.  When the world experiences, and 
truly understands, the extreme harm and injury caused by the 5G roll-out and chemtrail 
spraying, everything can change in a day and a night.  The nefarious globalist plan to mandate 
a vaccine as “the perfect remedy” to the coronavirus has already been seen through by 
countless anti-vaxxers the world over. 
  
Regardless of the planned direction of this massive bioterrorist operation and complex psyop, 
the genie has been let out of the bottle.  That stark reality introduces an inordinate degree of 
unpredictability and trepidation which humanity has rarely, if ever, experienced before.  
However, many folks are right now awakening to the true intentions of dark side, which 
sometimes only extreme fear can bring about.  From that perspective, the Wuhan 
coronavirus pandemic may prove to be the most transformative of the Third Millennium for 
both people and planet alike. 
 
The important thing to keep aware of is that in all of this do not allow yourself to be a victim 
of fear.  As Christians we should know that, “For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but 
of power, and of love, and of a sound mind.” –(2nd Timothy 1:7).  The Apostle Paul said in 
Romans 8:15, similar words:  “For ye have not received the spirit of bondage again to fear; 
but ye have received the Spirit of adoption, whereby we cry, Abba, Father.”  God will bring us 
through all of this, I am not saying it will be easy, it never is.  The media is beating the fear 
porn pandemic without knowing the facts as I am identifying in this segment.  They are 
counting on the Christian community falling victim to their Satanic masters.  Pay close 
attention to the above listed 16 points of what they are going to do to the world! 
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Can you see the pattern here?  I hope so lest “FEAR” gets you first! 
 
I would recommend to all ‘The Art of War’ by Sun Tzu, the most important and most famous 
military treatise in Asia for the last two thousand years.  You can read it free on the Internet.  
It is not a long book, around 70 pages.  My history professor in college required a group of us 
to read it for a senior-level course.  It is required reading at the military service academies of 
those get commissioned as an officer upon graduation. 
 
 
   

https://www.wanttoknow.info/
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Electromagnetic Radiation has been turned up in Wuhan with the advent of 5G.  Viruses love 

microwave radiation. Exposed to microwave radiation, we become the 
breeding ground to viruses, just like a culture medium. The apparent 
downturn (decline of cases) of Covid-19 in China may be as simple as 
turning off the 5G.  
 
In the meantime, the following coronavirus guidance is offered to those who wish to stay out 
of harm’s way: Here’s How Everyone Can Avoid Getting The Coronavirus. 
http://stateofthenation.co/?p-6220  
 
State of the Nation 
 February 19, 2020 
 
Editor’s Note 
 
There are many folks who completely deny the possibility that there is a WHO-identified 
coronavirus (COVID-19) in existence.  They erroneously believe that everything we are now 
seeing are symptoms caused by the exposure to a combination of toxin-laden vaccines, 
chemtrail aerosol contaminants, 5G EMFs and microwaves, as well as purposefully time-
released industrial pollution (that contains chemicals which amplify coronavirus symptoms) 
in Wuhan, China.  While this media platform has presented a strong case for all of these 
factors, which have substantially exacerbated the symptom overwhelm experienced by 
Wuhan residents, there is also a bio-weaponized virus at the root of this outbreak … just as 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p-6220
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there was with SARS, MERS, Swine Flu, Bird Flu, AIDS, Zika, the Spanish flu of 2018, etc.  SOTN 
calls the specific bioweapon first released in Wuhan in 2019 the “Wuhan coronavirus”, which 
quite likely affects those with Chinese genetics much more adversely than those of other 
racial bloodlines.  As with so many other influenza infection agents released on mainland 
China over decades, both the severity and duration of the resulting illness (and related 
symptoms) are always much greater at the point of origin in China. 
 

It should be noted here that the Corona virus is patented, and owned by the 
Pirabright Institute of the UK, and that the CDC also has a patent on another 
strain of the Corona virus, thus proving this is all a cruel hoax, but with fatal 
consequences to those with susceptible conditions resulting in death.  
 
The 2019 ‘Economist’ Cover on page 14 flaunted the Coronavirus but it only became evident 
this February of 2020 of what message was intended.  These people [Freemasons, Zionists] 
operate by an ethics code which requires them to tell the world what they are going to do to 
us, and so they hide their agenda in various ways, yet still meets their ethical code.  For 
example, the 9/11 attack was predicted in an episode of “The Simpson’s”.  Recently, an 
episode of “The Simpson’s” predicted that the pope would die on 502 (May 2).  You can wait 
and see if it is fulfilled as written into a recent episode script. 
 
At the top of the cover there is a panda (China). From the East (where China is located) four 
“Horsemen of the Apocalypse” leave – Pestilence (coronavirus epidemic), War (Syria, Libya, 
Afghanistan), Hunger (food shortages due to epidemics and border closures), Death (from 
epidemics and wars) .  
 
But the most interesting detail on the cover is the image of a strange animal, which many be 
taken for an anteater. And only now it became clear that this is a pangolin. Given that the 
epidemic in China began in December 2019, the encrypted cover was prophetic. The main 
argument of this prophecy is the pangolin, whose appearance on the cover did not find any 
interpretation until February 7, 2020, when it was announced that the metagenomes of the 
pangolin, coronavirus and infected people are almost identical.  
 
The influential British weekly ‘The Economist’ is considered the global mouthpiece of the 
Rothschild’s, the planet’s oldest financial clan. They are also called the secret rulers of the 
world, the top of the “golden billion.” According to conspiracy theories, there are enough 
resources on Earth only for the world’s elite and the personnel serving it – the “golden 
billion”. The rest of the people of the world behind the scenes allegedly decided to 
counteract with the help of wars, hunger, epidemics. It turns out that the Rothschild’s sent a 
message on a new epidemic by warning their supporters with an encrypted cover. Seemingly, 
everything converges – horsemen of the Apocalypse from the East, including the first, on a 
white horse – Death and the mysterious pangolin being the source of a terrible unknown 
infection. The vast majority of world residents have not even heard about these animals until 
the last days. The pangolin is the world’s most illegally traded mammal. Pangolins – what?  
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Conspiracy watchers always anticipate the cover art of the Rothschild’s magazine ‘The 
Economist’.   Their sic minds go to great length to reveal their plans with cryptic messages! 
 

 
 
In 2019, a lot of attention will be paid to the problem, the magazine wrote. Colombo will host 
a summit to protect these animals. There is a curious passage there. “One of the biggest 
breakthroughs is China’s ban on the sale of ivory and its products in 2018. But some ivory 
merchants have moved into a new market: pangolins. “These anteaters, valued for their meat 
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and the alleged healing properties of the scales, are currently the best-selling endangered 
species in the world.”  
 
According to the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and 
Flora, pangolins are on the list of the most protected animals. Catching them is prohibited in 
China. But this does not save them from poachers. In Chinese folk medicine, pangolin scales 
are used to increase potency, treat many diseases, from asthma to cancer. Meat is considered 
a delicacy. In restaurants, they go for 60 – 70 dollars per kg, illegally of course.  
 
According to the International Union for Conservation of Nature, over the past ten years, 
poachers have caught more than 1 million pangolins in Asian and African forests and 
transported them to China and Vietnam. The meat was also illegally sold in the famous 
market in Wuhan. Employees of this market became the first patients with COVID-19 at the 
end of December.  The Coronavirus initially was blamed on eating bats, later disproved by 
testing of those who allegedly bought bats in the Wuhan markets. 
 
So the appearance of the most popular animal among international smugglers on the cover of 
the ‘Economist’s’ forecasts is justified but is the fact that the pangolin has become the alleged 
source of a new epidemic in the world a pure coincidence?  I think not but the close 
resemblance is just too remarkably similar.  It’s another way the Freemasonic Satanists flaunt 
what they plan to do before it occurs.  They have the need to tell the world their plans 
without saying it in words.  
 
The one thing that I am totally sure of is CENSORED free speech, by the NSA, and DARPA.  The 
Internet is one of total surveillance, and clearly controlled by Google, Facebook, Twitter, and 
others on board with the globalist agenda.  I have found that many of my articles get blocked, 
censored, especially those that reveal the globalist agenda.   I am routinely blocked from 
saving many articles and documents that I have found in my ongoing research.   
 

The WHO/UN Agenda 21/30 depopulation plan with 5G 60-ghz millimeter waves is 

specifically linked to the toxic Corona “Virus” vaccine injections to be unveiled later this 
summer.  What you need to know is that “Airborne” contagious “Viruses” do NOT exist and 
are planned or they “accidentally escaped” bio-weapons from secret government labs.  Those 
countless movie and TV “programs” are not there to get you ready for a future virus, one they 
are there to “program” you to believe an absurd fiction in order to CON you.   
 
“Germs”, bacteria and virus proteins are created INSIDE your body and are not contagious.  
The ONLY way to get foreign human or animal bacteria and viral tissue inside your body is by 
injection.  You cannot “catch” or injest animal virus proteins by eating sick bats or pigs. It is 
simply impossible. The stomach and intestinal enzymes turn them into amino acids and 
di/tripeptides.  60-Gigahertz millimeter radiation waves from 5G towers create the SAME 
bodily distress symptoms as the fake Coronavirus.  These radiation waves also create the 
same exact protein/nucleic acid response in your body, from the resulting tissue damage, 
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that the Corona virus “tests” are purposely looking for.  The patented Coronavirus “vaccine” 
will indeed have toxic foreign or human or animal hybrid viral proteins in it, as well as dozens 
of other dangerous toxins.  This is what is known as:   
 

Problem 
Reaction 
Solution 

 
It is the Hegelian Dialectic of – Thesis, Antithesis, Synthesis, a creation of the German 
philosopher George Hegel.  The Industrial Engineer Peter Drucker brought it to the U.S. in the 
1950’s as “Consensus Management” where the goal is to create a “Win-Win” situation in 
labor/management relations to avoid labor “strikes” by powerful unions.  
 
It is absolutely important that you understand that 5G becomes fatal when the energy level 
being transmitted reaches the operating level of 60-gigahertz EMF.  You can pull up my article 
and read “5G vs. COVID-19 – Easily Confused and Very Deceptive” at my web page 
www.pastorbobreid.com   On page 1 is a graph showing how 5G technology virtually 
consumes all the oxygen molecules in the lungs of a person at 60-gigahertz.   EMF or toxic 
radiation can be hidden by operating at lower power levels for a while.  However, when a 
system goes full power to meet the needs of the consumer, it will need to dial up the energy 
output to perform as expected.   
 
Those familiar cell towers are designed and capable of producing 300,000 to 500,000 watts of 
power.  It only requires 1 watt of electrical power to send out a cell message 25 miles to 
another tower in all directions, 360-degrees.  With 5G, the energy level require is vastly 
greater, and the antenna/booster requires line of sight contact point every 250-350 feet!  5G 
60-gigahertz is also affected by weather, rain, snow, and fog.    
 
Vaccines and now microwaves have often been used by Eugenicists, Technocrats, and 
Transhumanists to cull populations of “undesirables” and “dissidents.”  As 5G, 60-gigahertz 
millimeter wave towers get switched on in more and more cities, they need a scapegoat for 
the mass deaths and respiratory illnesses that will follow.  They need you to believe at all 
costs that it is the Corona virus and not the 5G towers…  They care not if you believe you 
caught it from your bat soup or your neighbor’s cough, or if you think it’s a secret government 
bio-weapon they purposely released…  so long as you’re too ignorant to figure out 
Coronavirus doesn’t exist at all, except in the lab-created vaccine they will INJECT YOU with 
later… and so you will go willingly into a “quarantine” camp, if you are targeted as a dissident 
protestor or “undesirable” by those behind Agenda 21/30.   
 
You need to watch the “You Tube" by Dana Ashlie that speaks to the identical signs and 
symptoms of 5G and the so-called Corona virus.    
 

http://www.pastorbobreid.com/
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Spiro Skouras In his reporting takes an inside look at Event 201, which took place in NYC on 
October 18 2019. Event 201 was a high-level pandemic exercise hosted by the Johns Hopkins 
Center for Health Security in partnership with the World Economic Forum and the Bill and 
Melinda Gates Foundation. 
 
This is extremely fascinating because this pandemic simulation exercise of the Coronavirus 
took place about 6 weeks before the first illness from the coronavirus was actually reported 
in Wuhan, China. That is one hell of a coincidence if you believe in that sort of thing. Another 
fascinating connection is the fact that not only did the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation 
participate in and help set up the pandemic simulation of a coronavirus outbreak, but they 
just so happen to fund the group who owns the patent to the deadly coronavirus and are 
already working on a vaccine to solve the current crisis. Again, an incredible coincidence…  
The fact is both the Pirbright Institute and the CDC already have a patented vaccine ready 
when the panic level reaches fever pitch.  Desperate people do desperate things and fear 
along with greed are the two most powerful ways to get people to behave the way you want 
them to behave. 
 
In the video report on Event 201, you will see footage from inside the event from the 
members of the emergency epidemic board in this simulation consisting of representatives 
from major banks, the UN, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, Johnson and Johnson, 
logistical powerhouses, the media as well as officials from China and America’s CDC just to 
name a few. This simulation also includes news reports that were fabricated just for this 
exercise — please keep that in mind because they are eerily similar to reports we are 
currently seeing regarding this real-world Coronavirus outbreak.   
   
Mac Slavo, an independent journalist reports this: 
 
Social media companies have made the decision to partner with “health authorities” 
(government officials like those who work for the CDC) to combat “misinformation” about 
the coronavirus. We all know what this means. Under the mainstream media’s seemingly 
innocent words lies a rash of new censorship coming down the pipes. 
 
Only the official narrative from those in the World Health Organization and the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention will soon be allowed on social media. Last week, the social 
media app TikTok, popular with youths and young adults, announced it would be partnering 
with the WHO in an effort to spread “trusted health info” on the novel coronavirus, or COVID-
19, in addition to best public health practices. 
 
According to a report by ABC News, WHO posted its first TikTok on Friday. 
 
we’ve teamed up with @WHO to get you the trusted health info you need 
pic.twitter.com/If0aqoj9VH 
 
— TikTok (@tiktok_us) February 29, 2020 
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“COVID-19 outbreak has seen a massive ‘infodemic’—an over-abundance of information—
some accurate and some not—that makes it hard for people to find trustworthy sources and 
reliable guidance when they need it,” the WHO told ABC News. 
 
Therefore, WHO is working with various social media platforms, including TikTok, to help us 
reach the right audience (the right community, the right age group, etc.), as well as to detect 
the spread of misinformation on the new coronavirus. We understand that different 
platforms might have their specific audience, hence important to make trustworthy 
information available where people are looking for it. 
 
So, in other words, WHO is asking TikTok to make sure their narrative infects the minds of the 
young adult and youth audience they are said to attract. Only the information from the WHO 
will be deemed relevant to this outbreak. The censorship surrounding this virus is ongoing, 
but it’s becoming obvious authorities are continuing to have problems completing the 
totalitarian squashing of free speech. 
 
The Chinese have taken to using force to prevent information from getting out. Facebook and 
Mark Zuckerberg are supporting the “authority” on health too and ramming the official 
narrative down people’s throats. “We’re focused on making sure everyone can access credible 
and accurate information,” Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg said in a statement this week. “If 
you search for coronavirus on Facebook, you’ll see a pop-up that directs you to the World 
Health Organization or your local health authority for the latest information.” 
 
We all know this is elitist speak for “you’ll read and hear what we want you to read and 
hear.” 

_____________________ 
 
On Monday, March 9, 2020, there was a report about so-called leaked documents, which 
documented the computer models of the Corona virus.  I will share this report just below, but 
I must make my thoughts known on this so-called release of data about infection and deaths. 
 
Consider with me for a moment since this kind of information will undoubtedly ratchet up the 
fear porn panic.  I do believe that before August, perhaps as soon as June or July, we will see 
an announcement of the available vaccine for the fearful and the public will flock to the 
nearest source of the vaccine for the Corona virus.  I noted above that the vaccine has been 
patented since 2017, but the holders of the vaccine would wait until the public becomes 
fever-pitch in fear panic that no one will question either the cost of the vaccine or what is in 
the vaccine.  Keep this face fresh in your memory.  He is Mr. Death and makes Nazi Josef 
Mengele, known as the “Angel of Death,” seem to be mild by comparison.   
 
Bill Gates made the statement that “if we do a really good job with vaccines we can   reduce 
the world’s population by 15%.”  He made that statement in a 2010 TED talk.  The Gates 
Foundation has funded medical research at Baylor University College of Medicine in Texas, 
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and the University of Georgia, and others we do not know their names.  Gates Foundation 
money funds programs that specifically deal with Eugenics related topics to reduce both male 
and female fertility and sterility.  The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation are the world’s 
single largest benefactor of vaccines.  Bill Gates hides the fact that he is a Crypto-Jew leading 
people to believe he is a Catholic.  You may not think this important, but Bill Gate’s mother is 
a Jew, and thus Bill is a Jew by definition of one having a Jewish mother.  
 

 
 
According to Zionist Neo-Con John Bolton‘s nephew, Greg T Dixon, a Masonic high school 
friend and informant deeply connected with Freemasonry, Bill Gates is hiding from the goyim 
public the fact he is really Jewish. 
  
Dixon said Bill Gates father, Bill Gates Sr., made the decision a long time ago to hide the fact 
he’s Jewish because he thinks there are far too many “prominent Jews” in America and 
doesn’t want people to gain suspicion of this fact. 
 
So, just like that, he became a Christian. Funny thing is, Bill Gates Sr. has a history of doing 
this. If you check his bio on Wikipedia, it says he changed his name from Bill Gates II to simply 
Bill Gates Jr. “to avoid the appearance of elitism,” he openly states in the article. 
 
Dixon said Bill Gates mother, Mary Maxwell Gates, is also Jewish and played her part in the 
Gates family crypto-Jew ruse as well by going to the extremes of commissioning an oil 
painting portrait tinted to make her look more Aryan than her original Jewish genetic 
heritage. 
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If you check Bill Gates bio on Wikipedia [controlled by Jews] it says he is claiming to be of 
English, German and Scottish-Irish descent, something Dixon says is a blatant lie. And by 
proxy, every person of English, German, Scottish or Irish descent should be deeply concerned 
by this elite Jew perpetrated deception. 
 

 
This all Jewish Microsoft team from 1978 was brought together and organized by elite Jews to 
take total control of all operating system software worldwide. Dixon said allowing non-Jews 
to take control of the preferred system would jeopardize the Jews millennium-long run of 
controlling intellectual properties, and thus the minds of the masses. 
 
Bill Gates remains a crypto-Jew because his father recognized Jews are simply in control of 
too many mega-corporations, banks and industries in America and abroad, and is worried 
that if Bill Gates true identity as a Jew were ever to be revealed, it would put over the edge 
the fact that Jews own everything of value in America. 
 
Leaked medical conference documents reveal U.S. hospitals preparing for 96 million 
coronavirus infections and 480,000 deaths.  –(By Government Slaves on 03/09/2020) 
 

https://corruptico.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/microsoft-jews-1978.jpg
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The leaked documents from a lecturer at the American Hospital Association (AHA) conference 
in February reveal that US hospitals are preparing for: 
 
– 96 million coronavirus infections 
– 4.8 million hospitalizations 
– 480,000 deaths in the USA 
 
This is now reported by both the ‘UK Daily Mail’ as well as ‘Business Insider’. As the UK ‘Daily 
Mail’ reports: 
 
Dr. James Lawler, a professor at the University of Nebraska Medical Center, presented the 
harrowing ‘best guess’ estimates of the extent of the outbreak to hospitals and health 
professionals as part of the AHA webinar called ‘What healthcare leaders need to know: 
Preparing for the COVID-19’ on February 26. 
 

The slides projected very high death rates for people older than 60. As explained: 
 
People aged 80 and over have a 14.8% chance of dying if they contract the infection, the 
slides revealed. The risk declines with youth, though those aged 70-79 and 60-69 are still 
placed at a significant risk, with 8% and 3.6% mortality rates respectively.   
 
In a related Reuters report, March 13th, 2020, states:  “Representatives from cruise ship 
companies floated a proposal to ban passengers older than 70 unless they have a “fitness 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8085175/US-hospitals-prepare-96-MILLION-coronavirus-cases-HALF-MILLION-deaths-leaked-papers-show.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/presentation-how-hospitals-are-preparing-for-us-coronavirus-outbreak-2020-3#the-presentation-explored-how-hospitals-could-be-ready-as-hcas-chief-of-preparedness-and-emergency-operations-mike-wargo-presented-14
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note from a physician.”  This is an indicator that cruise ship’s 5G is 
hazardous to older people and suggests those who died on a cruise 
ship with the Corona virus really died from 5G EMF poisoning and not 
a virus!   

 
 
Note:  The number of cases listed as evacuees just above the block for California to the left.  
The two cruise ships have unusually high numbers of evacuees, which were taken to hospital 
by U.S. Coast Guard helicopter.  Date of photo: 3/14/2020.  The Corona virus became a great 
cover excuse to hide those elderly that may have experience toxic levels of EMF from the 
cruise ship 5G technology on board the Diamond Princess and the Grand Princess. 
 
Those (Leaked documents) numbers are based on a low estimate of just 5% needing 
hospitalization.  Based on the numbers from the leaked presentation, Dr. Lawler expects the 
coronavirus to infect around 30% of the U.S. population and result in only a 5% 
hospitalization rate. In contrast, Dr. Fauci of the NIH has estimated that 15 – 20% of 
coronavirus patients would need hospitalization, meaning that the estimate of “4.8 million 
hospitalizations” may actually be over 15 million. 
 
The United States has fewer than one million hospital beds, and they are typically around 
75% occupied by existing patients, unrelated to the coronavirus. We have calculated that U.S. 
hospital beds will be overrun by May 30th if nothing is done to stop the exponential spread of 
the coronavirus. 
 

https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-03-07-hospitals-across-america-overrun-may-coronavirus.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-03-07-hospitals-across-america-overrun-may-coronavirus.html
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Dr. Lawler’s estimate of 480,000 deaths would indicate a death rate of just half a percent 
(0.5%), which is significantly lower than death rates being reported by the WHO (3.4%) and 
the nation of Italy (7%). 
 
If the death rate in the United States reached just 2% while 96 million Americans are infected, 
that would translate to 1.92 million deaths. 
 

Dr. Lawler stated: “My pandemic projection model has estimated 2.16 million deaths in 
America by July 4th if nothing is done to stop the spread of the virus. Currently, nothing is 
being done to stop the spread of the virus, unless you count “happy talk” from VP Pence and 
the MAGA cheerleading squad who surround the president with bad information and 
terrifyingly bad advice that’s utterly lacking in any realistic grasp of science, medicine or 
mathematics.” 
 
Here’s what that model projects will happen unless extreme social isolation and travel 
restrictions are put in place across the USA: 
 

By April 4th, 2020, if no travel restrictions are put in place: 
 8,645 actively infected and transmitting on this day 
 580 cumulative dead since day one, with 58 deaths on this day 
 5,432 cumulative recovered since day one 

 
By May 4th, 2020, if no travel restrictions are put in place: 

 122,529 actively infected and transmitting on this day 
 10,432 cumulative dead since day one, with 910 deaths on this day 
 85,332 cumulative recovered since day one 

 
By June 4th, 2020, if no travel restrictions are put in place: 

 1.7 million actively infected and transmitting on this day 
 153,000 cumulative dead since day one, with 12,960 deaths on this day 
 1.2 million cumulative recovered since day one 

 
By July 4th, 2020, if no travel restrictions are put in place: 

 24.3 million actively infected and transmitting on this day 
 2.16 million cumulative dead since day one, with 183,000 deaths on this day 
 17.1 million cumulative recovered since day one 

 
Each day, more and more smart people who can do the math are coming to realize that the 
coronavirus will sweep across the U.S. population and cause millions of infections and deaths 
unless domestic travel is locked down soon. 
 

For years we’ve been watching as Microsoft founder Bill Gates, now retired from the 
company he founded, use his billions to give ‘free vaccinations‘ to people in third world 
countries. Now Bill has become a founding partner in another company, this one is called the 

https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-03-05-pandemic-projection-model-million-deaths-domestic-travel-air-rail-roads.html
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ID2020 Alliance, and its goal is to give every human being on Earth a digital ID. How do they 

plan on accomplishing this feat? By combining mandatory vaccinations with 
implantable microchips. Genius, isn’t it?  And coming soon to a theater near you, as the 

saying goes. 
 
The ID2020 Alliance, as it’s being called, is a digital identity program that aims to “leverage 
immunization” as a means of inserting tiny microchips into people’s bodies. In collaboration 
with the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunizations, also known as GAVI, the 
government of Bangladesh and various other “partners in government, academia, and 

humanitarian relief,” the ID2020 Alliance hopes to usher in this “Mark” of the beast as 

a way to keep tabs on every human being living on Earth. 
 

Our social media platforms continue to hide the truth from the American people, by shadow 

banning.  The blood of people are on their hands enjoy reprobates… 
 
The ‘New York Times’ has published dangerous misinformation about how to prepare for the 
coronavirus. The recent article said, “wash your hands, keep a supply of medicine, and GET A 
FLU SHOT.” This might be one of the most illogical pieces of medical advice ever doled out by 
the mainstream media. The article assures readers that getting a flu shot is a “practical tip” 
offered by “experts.” Meanwhile, the rest of the world rolls their eyes. 
 

 
 
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is the source of the fake news.   
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The article cites Dr. Keith Klugman, director of the pneumonia program at the Bill and 
Melinda Gates Foundation. He says that infectious disease specialists strongly recommend flu 
vaccination for coronavirus and pneumonia. The best protection for older people against 
bacterial pneumonia, he says, is to “vaccinate children.” 
 
According to David Brownstein, M.D., this is FAKE NEWS propaganda. “The flu vaccine has 
never been shown to protect against pneumonia,” he iterated. And obviously, the flu viruses 
used in the flu vaccine do not resemble coronaviruses and will not prepare the immune 
system in any way. 
 
According to the CDC’s annual flu vaccine statistics, the flu vaccine is not effective at all for 
controlling the circulating flu strain each year. In fact, the flu shot has been found to cause 
mutations in flu viruses from the previous flu season, making people more susceptible to 
infection the following year. So, to think that inoculation with flu viruses is going to prepare 
the immune system for coronaviruses is illogical, to say the least. Even a coronavirus vaccine 
will be risky, as evidenced by previous attempts to develop a vaccine for SARS. 
 

Flu vaccines increase hospitalizations for flu-like illnesses three-fold! 
 

Furthermore, researchers from the American Thoracic Society have found damning evidence 
surrounding the flu vaccine that many people won’t want to hear. Instead of preventing 
influenza-related hospitalization in children, the trivalent inactivated flu vaccine actually 
increases hospitalizations three fold! 
 
Children who are subjected to the flu vaccine year after year are at an increased risk for 
hospitalization when compared to children who are not subjected to the vaccine. Children 
with asthma suffer the worst. This research shows there’s no efficacy to the vaccine; in fact, 
the flu vaccine poses net harm to children. The research is to be presented on May 19, at the 
105th International Conference of the American Thoracic Society in San Diego. 
 
“This study was aimed at evaluating the effectiveness of the TIV in children overall, as well as 
the children with asthma, to prevent influenza-related hospitalization,” said Joshi, M.D., of 
the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, MN. 
 

The study examined 263 children who were thoroughly examined at the Mayo Clinic in 
Minnesota, aged six months to 18 years. Each of the children had experienced laboratory-
verified influenza infection at some point between 1996 and 2006. The Mayo Clinic evaluated 
each child, whether they were subjected to the flu vaccine, whether they had asthma and 
finally, whether they needed hospitalization for influenza-related illnesses. 
 
The results are not what vaccine manufacturers want to hear: Children who don’t get the flu 
vaccine recover from flu and other infections more effectively, rarely requiring 
hospitalization. Children who are subjected to the annual flu vaccine are three times more 
likely to suffer complications to infection, more likely to be hospitalized, and put on breathing 
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treatments and other drugs. The risk of hospitalization post-vaccination is even higher for 
children who already have inflamed airways and constricted breathing due to asthma. 
 
This is partly due to the fact that flu vaccines contain thimerosal, a mercury compound that 
depletes intracellular glutathione production and causes oxidation of the mitochondria 
pathway of cells. Glutathione is the master antioxidant for the cells in the body. When it is 
depleted, a person’s immune system is weakened and they become more susceptible to 
complications from infections. 
 
America has become China on Steroids - Sit Down and SHUT-UP, Our Social Media Platforms 
(Reprobates) Continue to Hide the Truth From the American People, by Shadow Banning Alt 
News Sources. The Blood of the People Is on Their Hands…  
 
The truth is that all of the warnings of alleged ‘conspiracy theorists’ have turned out to be 
correct.  The word translated “pestilence” is often translated as “plague” or “disaster” … 
There is a march to death and social media is leading the charge, they are withholding the 
truth about the coronavirus, You are marching lockstep into the death spiral…  
 
Many people suspect that the coronavirus is being used as the scapegoat for a financial 
collapse, which Spiro Skouras believes will then be used as the excuse to usher in a new 
monetary and financial system of control.  
 
Spiro's research echoes my own observations about the convergence of Agenda 2030, 
Modern Monetary Theory, the block-chain, the end of the petrodollar and a new financial 
system based on a centralized inventory of assets and resources, including living beings and 
their genomes. Everything is to be put on a blockchain to become trackable nodes on the 
Global Information Grid (GIG). 
 
He says, "The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is funding a program, which will soon offer 
an at-home testing kit for the coronavirus...[Bill Gates] must be an expert, considering his 
foundation co-hosted Event 201, the United Nations' pandemic simulation of a coronavirus 
outbreak, which preceded the actual corona virus outbreak by about six weeks and also 
coincided with the United Nations-themed World Military Games, which took place in Wuhan, 
China [the] ground zero of this outbreak...” 
 
"If you believe you've been exposed to or infected by the virus, you can simply just go online 
and fill out a questionnaire and the test will be delivered to you within two hours.” 
 
"It doesn't specify how the test will get there, who's gonna deliver it, whether it's coming by 
drone. We don't know. It's just 'It'll be there in two hours.' That's pretty impressive...” 
 
"The results will be available within two days and will be shared with local health authorities 
so they can track your movements and your contacts, making it easier for health officials to 
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locate others who may need to be tested and/or quarantined, as well as to track the virus, 
itself and its spread and possibly identify other potential hotspots.” 
 
This sounds a bit Orwellian to me but after all, it is a public health emergency, so I guess 
extreme circumstances call for extreme measures, right? 
 
They state the intent for this program to expand to a state level and beyond, eventually. 
What I get out of this is it sounds to me like they are building a database to track potentially 
infected people - and not just any database but a DNA database - realistically, that has this 
potential because they will collect your DNA once they swab your nose and conduct this 
test... 
 
When you start to look into other programs that Gates is involved in, we start to see a trend 
and this starts to raise some red flags for me. For example, Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation 
have also funded an invisible biometric tattoo program to identify vaccinated people, which 
can be given at birth or throughout any time in your life. 
 
And this was designed to be able to track entire nations of people now could this program be 
related to or at least at some point integrated into the program and the database that we 
were seeing the Gates Foundation setting up right now, in the United States regarding the 
coronavirus? 
 
It's anybody's guess. We'll have to see but this isn't the only example. Another program that's 
connected to the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is the ID 2020 program, which is a 
program that claims that roughly 1 billion people on Earth are 'in danger' because they have 
no internationally-accepted form of identification. 
 
So, those people who are 'at risk' include people who are affected by a refugee crisis, which, 
of course the current migrant crisis or refugee crisis that we have been seeing over the past 
several years appears very well to be an engineered crisis, using weapons of mass migration 
to destabilize nations. 
 
And we're seeing this take place. Others, they state are at risk are people who don't have 
medical records documented anywhere or birth records. So, they want to be able to track 
your birth records, your medical records and which life-saving vaccines you may potentially 
need with this biometric, invisible tattoo that they'll be able to imprint on you and scan and 
log into their databases. This is no joke... 
 
This program is not only funded by Microsoft - and Bill Gates separately - but Gates actually 
founded one of the main organizations named Gavi, which is leading this program. Other 
partners include Accenture, which is a Ripple.net partner, the Rockefeller Foundation and 
multiple branches of the United Nations, including its international computing center, which 
will likely be running to some degree the international database. 
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This digital ID system will track everyone and everything using blockchain technology and not 
only will it provide medical history on you via the biometric tattoos or implanted microchips 
which they mentioned in these reports, it will also be used for employment and background 
checks and will most likely be tied to your social credit score and even your bank accounts. 
 
If you want to be able to do business, buy or sell things or even be employed, you will likely 
have to be integrated into the system. This is why I believe that this current health crisis is no 
accident. It aligns with all of their goals. As we can see, right here, on the United Nations' own 
website. For its 2030 agenda goal number: 'By 2030, provide legal identity for all, including 
birth registration.'” 
 
This is exactly what these programs are being set up to do and they're being funded right now 
by people in organizations like the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the Rockefeller 
Foundation, the United Nations and many others.  They are rolling out these programs, using 
this current crisis as cover. Cover for their new digital financial system. Cover further new 
global governance programs. 
 
I've reported on this numerous times and we just get more and more confirmation every day. 
This is all connected. We can see the same players involved, under every rock that we look 
under... 
 
The central banks will integrate almost two billion people, which they call 'the unbanked' into 
this new system of slavery, in partnership with the UN, the Rockefellers, the Rothschild’s, the 
Bill Gates. These are the social engineers, with their technocratic plan for Full Spectrum 
Dominance and it's happening right now. This is why we are seeing this censorship take place. 
This is why they have tried to silence me and others in the past. 
 
This day is here– get ready, the virus WILL spread throughout the U.S. and Europe, 
governments will respond the same way China’s government has; martial law and full-blown 
concentration FEMA camp culture. This would lead to civil war in the U.S. because we are 
armed and many people will shoot anyone trying to put us into quarantine camps. Europe is 
mostly screwed. The establishment then suggests that paper money be removed from the 
system because it is a viral spreader. China is already pushing this solution now. Magically, 
we find ourselves in a cashless society in a matter of a year or two; which is what the 
globalists have been demanding for years. Everything goes digital, and thus even local 
economies become completely centralized as private trade dies. “Antichrist Is On His 
Temporary Thorne” 
 
There is an organization of military veterans that worked with Radar and EMF used in military 
applications that seek to inform fellow veterans of the damage of 5G.   Below on page 30 is a 
chart of Symptoms of Microwave Illness.   The name of the Veterans Group is:  “Microwave 
Injured Veterans Network.”  Their web site is at the top of the chart below.  During the years 
that I have been researching and studying the EMF dangers of radar, I came across audio 
interviews with a number of these individuals that experienced claim rejections by the VA for 
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radar EMF-related illnesses.  The VA fights any claim issue when it comes to Radar EMF 
related toxic radiation.    Many of these men were former fighter pilots, flying F14, F15, F16, 
and F18 aircraft that contracted testicular cancer.  Fighter pilots virtually are sitting directly 
behind the Radar located just inside the aircraft nose cover.   
 
My small study is 2,500 feet exactly from a cell tower north of me.  Louisville, KY was slated 
to be a 5G city in 2020; and serving rural central Kentucky.  The last two years AT&T has been 
installing infrastructure along the major highways spreading out from central Louisville, KY.   
With the 5G mini-cell (pole-mounted) we are anticipating the spread of the 5G mini-cell 
towers to begin relatively soon. We have received promotional materials from AT&T, Dish 
Network, and a new name in the game, which I do not recall at the moment.  When the 
nearby cell tower started turning up the energy output, I began experiencing itching of the 
skin.  At first, I did not associate the relationship between the EMF and itchy skin until I 
purchased two Shungite 4-inch pyramids.  My wife is hyper-sensitive to EMF and I placed one 
in our living room near where the outdoor electric meter is located outside.  The other one I 
placed near my Wi-Fi router.  I have an EMF radiation meter and regularly test for signs of 
toxic EMF energy.   One day I was moving stacks of books and papers, and I moved the 
Shungite pyramid near the window in my study. After a couple days there it suddenly 
dawned on me that the itching of my hands had strangely stopped.  I had been taking 
Benadryl for months to combat the itching skin.  I have not needed a Benadryl since the end 
of January.        
 
As a final note that confirms my point that 5G is being deliberately hidden (masked) as the 
Corona virus., you may recall two decades ago a news report of police officers, especially 
state police officers being diagnosed with cancer as a consequence and direct result of using 
the Radar Gun used to catch speeders.  This report below was our warning back in 1992 of the 
dangers of Radar EMF which uses 5G technology..  
 
WASHINGTON --  At least 164 police officers may have developed cancer from being exposed 
to errant microwave radiation from traffic radar guns, a police union official told a Senate 
hearing Monday. 
 
Gary Phillip Poynter, research officer for the National Fraternal Order of Police, said he has 
collected information on cancers among police and found the use of radar a common 
element.  
 
'In a small police department in Concord, Calif., two officers have testicular cancer and a 
female officer has cancer of the cervix,' Poynter said. 'In the Ohio State highway patrol, over 
the last 10 years there have been 19 known cases of cancer in various forms, four officers 
have died and one more is terminal.' 
 
Poynter said he had identified 10 officers who had developed a rare form of eye cancer 
known as melanoma. Among the 10 were eight state troopers, who use radar more than 
other police, he said. 
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'One epidemiologist told me the incidence of melanoma of the eye is somewhere in the area 
of one in 2 million people,' Poynter said. “How is it that 10 officers have this nearly non-
existent form of cancer?” 
 
Another witness, Santo Franzo of the International Brotherhood of Police Officers, said he 
knew of 80 cases of testicular cancer among police officers using traffic radar. 
 
Both Franzo and Poynter called on the federal government to conduct research to determine 
the health effects of traffic radar guns and to establish safety measures. 
 
The radar guns emit a microwave radio beam which can measure an object's speed when 
reflected. Although operating at low power, officers frequently are exposed to the microwave 
radiation for substantial parts of a shift. 
 
“This type of exposure may carry significant biological risk,” said Dr. Ross Adey of Pettis 
Memorial Veterans Affairs Medical Center in Loma Linda, Calif. 
 
Another expert, Henry Kues of the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory in 
Laurel, Md., said his research indicated exposure to low levels of microwave radiation can 
cause eye tissue damage. 
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But a spokesman for Kustom Signals, one of the largest radar gun manufacturers, disputed 
the reports that the devices expose users to dangerous radiation. 
 
“The current allegations of harmful effects to operators of police radar guns have no support 
other than that which can most accurately be referred to as coincidence,” said John Kusek, 
vice president of the Lenexa, Kansas-based company. 
 
Sen. Joseph Lieberman and Christopher Dodd, both D-Conn., urged federal researchers to 
conduct such a study. A U.S. Public Health Service official estimated would cost about $1.5 
million and take several years to complete. 
 
“Police officers can easily 'zap' themselves with microwaves if they rest the hand-held guns in 
their laps,” which they may do several times during a shift, said Lieberman, who chaired the 
governmental affairs subcommittee hearing. 
 
Officials of the Environmental Protection Agency, the Food and Drug Administration and the 
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health said federal regulation of the devices 
has been adequate but further study was warranted by the case reports. 
 

 
 
Note the global map above, two continents have no reported cases of the Corona virus.  Both 
South America and Africa had no cases of the Corona virus.  You would think that South 
America with a population of roughly 428-million and certainly Africa with a population of 
1.5—billion would have many cases by now.  As of March 10th there were zero recorded cases 
of the Corona virus.  Why?  On March 11th a case reported in Africa was that of a Chinese 
worker at one of the many Chinese development projects.   
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The answer I believe that explains the “Why” question is that Africa does not have 5G 60-
gigahertz technology.  Not likely to find many TV or Wi-Fi in the bush country and so hi-speed 
movie downloading is not an issue of concern.  
  
A second issue that can be linked to 5G 60-gigahertz millimeter wave EMF is the cruise ship 
industry.  In late February and early March more than a dozen cruise ships were under 
quarantine around the globe, but most had not been closer to China than 3,000 miles.  This 
raises the question, why did a cruise ship on the Nile River in Egypt have passengers coming 
down with the Corona virus.  Numerous cruise ships near the area of Milan, Genoa, and 
Venice had also been quarantined for the same reason.  Again, the question is “Why”? 
 
Few of us were even aware that the cruise ship industry were installing 5G 60-gigahertz 
communications equipment on their cruise ships for passenger entertainment and to keep “in 
touch” with family and friends back home.   
 
Several months back I got a pop up ad on my Internet and it was for AT&T Cruise Packages.  It 
offered a 30-day AT&T Cruise, Talk, Text & Data for $100.  The second package was a 30-day 
AT&T Cruise, Talk, & Data for $50.  The cruise ship industry has been racing to get 5G on all 
their cruise ships, in what is a highly competitive industry.  In the President’s Thursday night 
address he said the U.S. would have $50-billion package plan to help the airline and cruise 
lines.  To my knowledge only one cruise line is even based in the U.S. and the public will foot 
the bill to support the cruise industry.  The cruise lines do not pay U.S. taxes other than port 
docking fees, and they generate virtually little revenue to the U.S.   
 

Can you begin to see a dilemma here?  It is huge from where I sit.  
 
Both the Wuhan virus and the 5G 60-GHZ networks are harmful. But the virus seems to be 
more virulent in the presence of 5G 60-GHZ frequencies. And people who recover from 
hospitals do go home to 5G 60-GHZ cell towers in the neighborhoods and continue to live, at 
least for the near future anyway; at least until the telecoms turn up the energy to full 60-
gigahertz output.  It is at this point when the fatalities will spike! 
 
The journal ‘Scientific American’ had an article entitled “We Have No Reason to Believe 5G Is 
Safe.” Joe Imbriano at his site ‘The Fullerton Informer’ warns that 5G technology will 
broadcast at 60-GHz, which is the absorption spectrum of oxygen molecules, which means it 
can kill at a distance. At the molecular level, these frequencies affect the orbit of electrons, 
and that affects the ability of blood hemoglobin to bind with oxygen.   
 
Humans need oxygen to live.  The corona virus virtually chokes off all the oxygen to the lungs.  
In my recent article “5G vs. COVID19: Easily Confused and Very Deceptive”, on the very first 
page, I have a chart graph that illustrates how the 5G 60-gigahertz begins to spike at the point 
of 50-gigahertz and  then absorbs 100% of the oxygen at the 60-gigahertz frequency level, 
then decreasing at higher EMF levels.  
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The corona virus has been proven beyond any doubt to have been created in a lab. Likely, the 
U.S. and not China, as it has two HIV strands with a spliced in SARS ACE2 cellular inhibitor 
which in the original epidemic attacked Asians more with fatal consequences than the rest of 
us.  Now imagine that you have combined the two bioweapons and people start dying in 
countries with the most 5G 60-GHZ, three of which are China, Iran, and Italy.  Cytokines are 
any of a number of substances, such as interferon, interleukin, and growth factors, which are 
secreted by certain cells of the immune system and have an effect on other cells.  Sugar is one 
such cytokine. 
 
One key to surviving this is cytokine storms has been mentioned.  If you build a gut barrier, 
you will reduce your cytokine responses by 80%. And there are ways you can survive that 
intense cytokine storm. Giving up sugar might help too as Dr. Tom Cowan said that eating 
simple sugar decreases the ability of the capillaries to move oxygen.  This might be our last 
chance to say No to those who want us to die by the billions.  We have no reason to believe 
5G is safe.  I subscribe to nearly a hundred medical, health, and science sites, not to mention 
news, religious, military, and geo-politics.   
 
I am going on close to 84, working day and night, 18-hours a day, and I often wake in the 
middle of the night with things to research once I am up.  I keep two note pads next to my 
bed to record those sparks for later.  I am a unique person.  When I graduated college, I took 
a year off before beginning my seminary education.  I was hired by the premier science and 
engineering publishing house in New York City.  As a “college traveler” book sales 
representative, I had to have a “general” basic understanding of every academic program 
that is found in the typical liberal arts college.  This meant I needed to be familiar with every 
academic discipline, from Accounting to Zoology.  At larger universities, like Penn State, 
Duquesne, and Pitt, I was a specialist in the “hard sciences, mathematics, computing, and 
engineering”.   
 
That background has proved both important and very useful in researching and digesting 
documents, papers, and books on dozens of different topics.  This has enabled me to connect-
the-dots in diverse and unrelated area aspects of often cross-connected or related issues.  
Being a history major in college has been of great value in my working years.  I actually had a 

triple major in my college work.  All of this has led me to raise the above question - Can 
you begin to see a dilemma here?   
 
At this point, it appears to me that some extremely brilliant people have conjured up an 
incredible diabolical plan that has married biochemistry, biogenetics, with electrical 
technology to achieve a sophisticated means to kill a huge number of people equal to achieve 
the reduction of the U.S. population figures in Dr. Bill Deagle’s web page quoted in my 
articles on 5G technology.   
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From October 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020, approximately 49,000,000 Americans have had 
the flu, with approximately 20,000 - 30,000 dead from the flu. No one was quarantined, no 
panic, nothing cancelled but tens of thousands have died in just 6 months time! Are you 
smelling a rat yet?  The fact is that very few Corona virus victims are autopsied, and so there 
is no confirming proof they actually died of the so-called Corona virus.  China crematories 
operated 24/7 for weeks to dispose of the victims.  My point is statistics lie and liars use 
statistics to support their agendas.   Satellite photos of burial pits suggest the Chinese fatality 
rate is much higher than reported. 
 
Both the World Health Organization (WHO) and the Communicable Disease Center (CDC) and 
their partners at Johns Hopkins Medical are conducting asymmetrical war with humanity, by 
pretending to be working on behalf of humanity when in reality, from what we already know 
are working against humanity to find even better more efficient and less costly ways to 
exterminate in the depopulation agenda established by the UN and the Club of Rome going 
back to 1972.  History in the United States made a major pivotal shift on June 26, 1962.  
  
Engel v. Vitale, 370 U.S. 421 (1962), was a landmark United States Supreme Court case in 
which the Court ruled that it is unconstitutional for state officials to compose an official 
school prayer and encourage its recitation in public schools.  As a nation thumbing its nose 
through the Supreme Court ruling set about the transition of the nation to one that openly 
has rejected the Creator, is an undisputed historical fact. 
 
Both the U.S. Defense Department and Israel announced they have a vaccine for the Corona 
virus by March 12th, 2020.  Wow, less than six weeks is spectacular when most vaccines 
require several (6-7) year’s development and testing before ready for the public.  This is no 
surprise since the Rothschild-owned Pirbright Institute patented the virus several years ago.  
Also extremely significant is the fact that Israel is the innovator and creator of 5G technology, 
yet it will not put it into service, for obvious reasons.  Brussels, Palm Springs, FL, Geneva, 
Switzerland placed moratorium on 5G and a half dozen other countries are listening to 
scientists and engineers against 5G technology.   
 
 

MARCH MADNESS 2020 

Mayhem Manufactured Worldwide 
by a Very Mad and Desperate NWO Cabal 

 
Who’s really behind this pandemic panic? And why now?  “It’s true: March Madness 2020 is 
being manufactured with a VENGEANCE by the globalists. Not only are they mad, they’ve 
been found out. They have been busted by the American Intelligence Media!  Madmen 
who’ve been outed only display more madness. It was a top-level British military officer who 
exposed their genocidal scheme. The whistleblower’s own 2010 letter confirms a bioterror 
operation against China. That testimony provides proof of a Zio-Anglo-American plot to 
paralyze China with a biological attack. The bioweapon released in Wuhan in December of 
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2019 proves they pushed the biowarfare button. That the gutsy officer who had 
extraordinary access to ultra-classified information during highly privileged NATO intel 
briefings in the 1970s is without question. So, his letter stands as solid anecdotal 
evidence for a series of premeditated bioterrorist attacks against China by the Western 
powers. That would be Israel, the UK, and the USA, which is controlled by Israel.  Given the 
virality of various truth bombs on the Internet, once this radioactive bombshell exploded in 
cyberspace, that was it. The cabal really went MAD!  So mad they put March Madness 2020 
on super-steroids. That’s what we’re seeing right now, folks—the outworking of raging 
collective madness at the top of the food chain.” —(Intelligence Analyst and Former U.S. 
Army Officer) 
 
Every coronavirus pandemic event that’s popping off somewhere in the world during this 
March has been planned with cold calculation and vindictive purpose. 
 
The New World Order globalists are livid because of the worldwide resistance to their many 
nefarious agendas. The increasing number of nationalist governments, patriot movements 
and popular protests have posed problem after problem for them. Both Brexit and Trump 
alone have majorly impeded the juggernaut of globalism. When half the world is literally 
laughing at their absurd global warming hoax, they knew they had to do something BIG.  Why 
Italy you may ask?  Italy has been torn apart because much of Italy wants to leave the EU like 
the UK has, and Italy has sided economically that China is a better choice than the U.S.and the 
rest of the West.   
 
Much more significantly, the top globalists themselves are now in grave danger. Truly, The 
Powers That Be (TPTB) know that they have been outed like never before in world history. 
Who does not know many of their notorious names and dastardly deeds? 
 
OPERATION CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC 
This is why they have desperately thrown the entire planetary civilization into unparalleled 
chaos and pandemonium with OPERATION CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC.  What chaos?  This 
CHAOS! 
 
There was no more efficient way for TPTB to shut down whole countries as they have done by 
staging a bioengineered coronavirus pandemic and then inciting the ensuing panic that has 
followed in the past couple weeks. 
 
There’s a very good reason why two of the most common words today used incessantly by 
the mainstream media (MSM) — “pandemic” and “panic” — have similar spellings. The 
globalists know that reason quite well, too. Fearmongering is, after all, their stock-in-trade 
going back millennia. Here’s just one example of their handiwork today: Italy’s massive 
coronavirus quarantine provokes panic and prison riots; stocks slide.  The fearmongers know 
that the more fear they can generate with this choreographed pandemic panic, the more 
societies everywhere will be pushed into chaos. For it is Ordo ab Chao [Order out of Chaos] 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=8767
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=8767
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that always provides the perfect strategy and context for them to re-order the international 
order according to their New World Order blueprint. 
 
KEY POINTS: Whether the following MSM headline reflects reality or not on the coronavirus-
stricken Grand Princess cruise ship, it further adds to the escalating chaos being fabricated 
around the globe today: CORONA CRUISE SHIP CRAZYMAKERS: ‘People fighting over rotten 
food’. This whole drama has the whiff of California crazy-makers behind it, doesn’t it? It was 
California Governor Gavin Newsom who first rejected the cruise ship, but who then relented 
and allowed it to dock at the Port of Oakland. This is classic California crazy-making that 
everyone has watched for years; just look at the utterly depraved and hopeless mess now 
known as Hollyweird. And, by the way, some of those cruise-going crazy-makers may really 
be paid crisis actors planted on that particular cruise ship to generate this specific MSM 
headline: People fighting over ‘rotten’ food on coronavirus-stricken Grand Princess cruise: 
passenger. This is exactly how TPTB do it … except that they usually never get caught. 
 
Other global cataclysms, same perps pulling the puppet strings!  The same secret societies 
and globalist institutions did the very same thing with the Spanish Flu of 1918. What is much 
less understood is that all the other genocidal cataclysms and catastrophes of the past 120 
years were also quite furtively engineered. 
 
When even a cursory investigation into the root causes of the following calamitous events 
reveals the same conscienceless perpetrators, imagine how much more incriminating 
evidence that deep research of these highly consequential events would reveal. 
 
Federal Reserve Act of 1913, 
World War I, 
Armenian Genocide, 
Bolshevik Revolution, 
Spanish Flu Genocide, 
The Great Depression, 
World War II, 
The Holocaust, 
9/11 Terrorist Attacks, 
War on Terror, and 
Wuhan Coronavirus Pandemic 
all have one thing in common. 
And it behooves every resident 
on planet Earth to find out 
what that is. 
(Source: STAGED CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC: An International Criminal Conspiracy of Epic 
Proportions) 
 
That is just a partial list of the most impactful mass casualty events that were covertly 
planned and carried out by the same banksters who also unlawfully conspired to pass the 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=8763
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=8763
https://nypost.com/2020/03/09/people-fighting-over-rotten-food-on-coronavirus-stricken-grand-princess-cruise-passenger/
https://nypost.com/2020/03/09/people-fighting-over-rotten-food-on-coronavirus-stricken-grand-princess-cruise-passenger/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/02/corona-crash-2020-the-real-conspiracy-behind-the-globalist-takeover-plot/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/02/corona-crash-2020-the-real-conspiracy-behind-the-globalist-takeover-plot/
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exceedingly fateful Federal Reserve Act of 1913.  There is a second punch coming to U.S. as 
the House of Rothschild destroy the economy for which President Trump took credit for, and 
now the they will remind Trump that who really controls the world economy! 
 
While many conclude it’s all about the money, it really isn’t. Money is only the means to 
exerting absolute power over all of humanity. The real objective is total world domination. 
And there’s one tribal power that has been itching to rule the planet for millennia. However, 
it’s critical to comprehend that this warmongering tribe surreptitiously uses the Western 
military powers to carry out their malevolent schemes. See: STRATFOR Chief Reveals Zio-
Anglo-American Plot For World Domination 
 

Controlled Demolition of Global Economic & Financial System 
 

There is perhaps no better way to sow seeds of chaos and anxiety worldwide than to trigger a 
collapse of an already extremely fragile Global Economic & Financial System (GE&FS).  In 
reality, that “Global Gambling Casino” for the rich and powerful has been teetering at the 
edge of the precipice since the 2008 stock market crash. Not only did TPTB never fix what 
caused the Great Recession of 2009 and beyond, it has since been deliberately re-engineered 
into the Second Great Depression, which continues in earnest to this very day. 
 
All it took was a Black Swan Event or two to completely expose the fatal flaws and countless 
vulnerabilities in the whole godforsaken system (i.e. GE&FS). As always, it was the 
International Banking Cartel (IBC) that funded the crafty creation of these devastating Black 
Swans. See: BLACK SWAN EVENT = WUHAN CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC 
 
The GE&FS has actually been living on borrowed time since one of the greatest stock market 
crashes of all time occurred on Black Monday of October 19, 1987. How the IBC has artificially 
propped up the market since then is a testament to their well-earned moniker—Financial 
Masters of the Universe. 
 
Once the various interpenetrating market bubbles, which constitute the GE&FS, all pop one 
after another (stocks and bonds, commodities and currencies, real estate and derivatives, 
energy and carbon, insurance and annuities), the perps intend to plunge the whole place into 
a type of societal bedlam never experienced before (at least that’s their diabolical plan). The 
well-concealed perps have planned this fastidiously staged End-time scenario over many 
decades. This is why the business headlines are now looking like the ones posted in this link: 
COVID & CRUDE MARKET CRASH of 2020. 
 
Let’s face it: given their numerous multi-century crime sprees, TPTB need to hide a lot of 
evidence. They are also faced with the impossibility of maintaining so many cover-ups in this 
Internet Age. Yet how can they with so much freedom to post and truth-seeking on the 
Internet? Therefore, extraordinarily dramatic events, which maximize distraction and 
diversion, will henceforth be staged more frequently over the course of this new decade. 

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=22223
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=22223
http://themillenniumreport.com/?s=international+banking+cartel
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=7176
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=8755
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The end of free speech is not far away.  Of course, their main goal this time around is the 
total lockdown of planet Earth. And there’s no better way than Medical Martial Law to 
achieve that ambitious goal. But if there’s one thing the globalists are absolutely determined 
to do post-haste, it’s to first shut down free speech. Their first target is the Internet. 
However, it’s the social media networks, in particular, upon which the NWO cabal intends to 
impose their Orwellian censorship so as to terminate the rapid dissemination all sensitive 
truth that’s dangerous to the power elite. 
 
Their immediate game plan is to use the Bio-Patriot Act to first eliminate all coronavirus truth 
from cyberspace via draconian dictates issued by the World Health Organization in collusion 
with other globalist institutions. Once they complete that mission, they will somehow go 
after every truth-teller on the net, especially those who expose Zionism. 
 
KEY POINT: Clearly, President Trump is being set up to promote the future Bio-Patriot Act as a 
prelude to declaring a Medical Martial Law. This intensifying pandemic psyop is being 
purposefully marshalled along in order to provide a compelling justification to pass the pre-
planned Bio-Patriot Act. The higher the disease and death rates caused by COVID-19 in the 
USA, the greater the likelihood that some level of Medical Martial Law will be declared. 

That’s why the corporate media has been propagating so much coronavirus hysteria. See: Is 
Trump’s main mission to impose the Bio-Patriot Act in 2020? (Video) 
 
There’s no more effective way to shut down the Alt Media than by blaming alternative news 
platforms for publishing ‘fake news’ about the coronavirus and/or pandemic. There are even 
Alt Media websites that were created by the CIA’s Mockingbird Media to purposely 
disseminate false stories about the coronavirus in the interest of creating a ‘legitimate’ 
justification for the MSM to accuse all the other alternative news sites in the same space. 
 
This treacherous globalist strategy has already been used to greatly undermine both the Anti-
Vax and Health Freedom movements. When it concerns the health of the American people, 
the elites know they can galvanize the ignorant masses against the far fewer truth-seekers 
because of the raw fear that can be swiftly proliferated by the dramatically hyped C O R O N 
A V I R U S ! ! ! 
 
It’s of paramount importance to apprehend just how essential the worldwide deployment of 
5G is to the globalists. Both the illicit 5G roll-out and subsequent build-out of the Internet of 
Things (IoT) represent the capstone of the New World Order. How else to fully activate the 
emerging Global Control Matrix that will be used by the planned One World Government to 
monitor every resident on Earth. 
 
This is why the 5G roll-out and the coronavirus outbreak occurred at nearly the same time. 
Both of these powerful stealth weapons mutually support, and cover for, each other. When 
the official 5G Demonstration Zone in Wuhan, China broke down with a 5G-caused public 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=8719
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=8719
http://themillenniumreport.com/?s=mockingbird+media
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health disaster, the coronavirus controllers carried out the bioterrorist attack as a decoy.  In 
discussing this with others it is easy to see how and why people cannot recognize the 
converging theories here that enables the telecom industry to keep their $59-billion baby out 
of the lime light of scrutiny! 
 

See CORONAVIRUS HOAX: Fake Virus Pandemic Fabricated to 
Cover-Up Global Outbreak of 5G Syndrome 
 
Milan, Italy experienced a very similar “5G + Coronavirus” event, which is why the entire 
Italian Peninsula is now on lockdown. The globalists will not let anything jeopardize the 5G-
IoT global implementation plan; for it represents the very backbone of their worldwide spying 
and surveillance regime. Without it, the challenge of guarding the inmates on their planned 
prison planet Earth is like a camless correctional facility. 
 
KEY POINTS: Northern Italy, especially the international financial capital of Milan and all of 
Lombardy, have been strictly quarantined because this region is the ancestral home of the all-
powerful Black Nobility. Very few are aware but it is Milan and Venice that really rule the 
financial powerhouses of London and New York City. They locked down both of those Italian 
power centers in order to control all movement into and out of the region. This 
unprecedented quarantine was planned years in advance by way of the purposeful roll-out of 
5G throughout the greater Milan metro area. (See: MILAN QUARANTINE: Italian Coronavirus 
Epicenter Transformed into a ‘5G Testbed’ Prior to Outbreak) In other words, wherever the 
military deployment of 5G has taken place, the numerous 5G super-hotspots will provide a 
very conducive environment for the coronavirus bioweapon to be released into the 
population with the desired effect. Just look at where the coronavirus is exploding the 
most—countries that have the most 5G Hotspots! 
 
The past week has seen a world-wide explosion of cases of the Corona virus around the world 
with the exception of Greenland, most of South America, and Africa.  Africa has a population 
of 1.5-billion people, and yet as I finish this, it only had four cases: two on the Mediterranean 
coast, one in Nigeria, and one in South Africa.  One of those infected was a Chinese worker at 
one the of the many Chinese development projects in Africa. 
 
Africa is the epitome of the Third World of poverty-stricken nations, and yet has escaped the 
Corona virus pandemic!  Why?  Could perhaps it possibly be because Africa is not one of the 
priorities of the telecom industry plan to roll out 5G 60-gigahertz in the bush country?  Or 
maybe Africans don’t go on cruises.  Using the U.S. map of cases, on page 22 above, it would 
seem reasonable for Africa to have several hundred cases of the Corona virus. 
 

http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/03/coronavirus-hoax-fake-virus-pandemic-fabricated-to-cover-up-global-outbreak-of-5g-syndrome/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/03/coronavirus-hoax-fake-virus-pandemic-fabricated-to-cover-up-global-outbreak-of-5g-syndrome/
http://themillenniumreport.com/?s=black+nobility
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=8715
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=8715
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=8660
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=8660
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A more global picture of this “5G + Coronavirus” bioterror operation looks like this: virtually 
every single nation that has experienced the biggest outbreaks of the 
coronavirus also have the greatest concentration of 5G power grids. The Wuhan 

tech hub was identified early on as the poster child for both 5G and the IoT in China, which is 
why that megalopolis went down so fast. CORONAVIRUS BOMBSHELL: This proves it should 
be named “5G COVID-19”. 
 
Now that little factoid alone is enough to terminate the whole misbegotten 5G enterprise 
should citizenries become aware that they are being fried before being infected by a deadly 
bioweapon—COVID-19. When you look at the list of countries that have the largest number 
of confirmed corona virus cases as of March 13, 2020, It should be pointed out that Iran has 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=8061
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=8061
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implemented a pervasive 5G roll-out in rural areas nationwide as South Korea has done in all 
urban areas. 
 
Who’s really responsible? 
 
Again, this whole coronavirus charade is being meticulously orchestrated by the same perps 
(read: Black Nobility and their International Banking Cartel henchmen) who were also behind 
the Spanish Flu of 1918. And that pandemic ended up killing upwards of 100 million people 
worldwide. This means that they have had over a century to plan and perfect the currently 
raging coronavirus pandemic. 
 
The Black Nobility (and IBC) was likewise directly responsible for the entire list of calamities 
and cataclysms delineated above. This is just what they do—DISASTER CAPITALISM—where 
the banksters make huge amounts of money before, during and after each highly calculated 
disaster. The 2020 U.S. presidential election is another disaster-in-the-making that Consigliere 
Nancy Pelosi has been frenetically preparing for. 
 
As for hard evidence that the bioengineered coronavirus — COVID-19 — was deliberately 
launched as a bioweapon via multiple bioterrorist attacks against China, the following vetted 
exposé has blown this international criminal conspiracy wide open. The “highly radioactive 
truth bombs” contained in this mind-boggling letter were written by a high-ranking British 
military officer who had upper-echelon assignments which put him in the same space as the 
Chairman of the NATO Committee in 1975, as well as some of the most powerful corporate 
contractors within the UK’s Military-Industrial Complex. 
 

Coronavirus Biological Attack Against China Exposed by 
UK Military Officer & Whistleblower in 2010 
 
Here’s just one excerpt from the preceding exposé that was first published on March 19, 2010 
under the deliberately misleading title: Anglo-Saxon Mission – The Timeline – Letter from a 
Whistleblower… (see Addendum below). 
 
Thereafter, or concurrent, biological weapons would be used against the Chinese population. 
This would then set off another chain of events that would collapse the whole Chinese 
political and social infrastructure. This was mentioned as: Disease, followed by widespread 
food shortages, followed by mass starvation. […] The biological agents were described as 
being flu-like and would spread like wild-fire. It shocks and sickens me to describe these 
events. It shocks me even more to know that plausible events are being manipulated to cause 
the extinction of a whole part of the human race. 
 
That title is quite “misleading” not because we are not witnessing a fundamentally Anglo-
American series of bioterrorist black ops to dominate the world; rather, because the real 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=8731
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power behind the US-UK Empire has been around much longer than the relatively recent 
Anglo-Saxons. As a matter of historical fact, the Khazarian Mafia took over the English 
Monarchy not that long after the very first kings sat on the throne in London. After all, no 
kingdom can last without the funding necessary to maintain then castle and the court. See: 
The KHAZARIAN MAFIA: You Don’t Know, What You Don’t Know! 
 
The only way that the present plague, or any other manmade scourge for that matter, will 
ever be correctly understood and successfully remedied is to identify the true perpetrators 
who have been lurking in the shadows for millennia. Those perps are categorically identified 
in the exposé that follows: 
 
Conclusion: 
What’s really happening here in 2020 is that those who reside at the very pinnacle of the 
peak of the world power pyramid can no longer manage this prison planet. There are simply 
way too many of us ‘inmates’ who are totally outside of their control. Not only that, but the 
level of extreme micro-management and hyper-control necessary for them to maintain any 
semblance of order has become quite nerve-wracking for them. 
 
This rapidly intensifying predicament is making TPTB both extremely anxious and quite mad. 
The inbreeding alone within the Illuminati families is enough to drive all their kids crazy, 
which they are. So, the oldest generations no longer have the necessary heirs and successors 
to carry on the rabidly patriarchal tradition of dominance and control. 
 
Consequently, they are forced to resort to an increasing number of Gladio-style terrorist 
operations in order to keep things under their control. The ongoing spate of coronavirus 
bioterrorist operations is perhaps the most telling example of their sheer desperation. 
 
Remember, Operation Gladio is the terrorist arm of NATO and what is really the “North 
Atlantic Terrorist Organization”. But even Gladio‘s “strategy of tension” may not be serving 
them well as the unpredictable rash of prison riots in Italy graphically demonstrates (unless 
they are inciting a prison break in their own back yard). That Operation Gladio was originally 
established by the Black Nobility in Italy to do its dirty work is also quite telling in light of the 
nationwide lockdown. 
 
KEY POINT: Italy was the first major European country to be targeted with the coronavirus 
bioweapon for a specific reason. (See: Is Italy playing with fire when it comes to China? ). You 
knew Italy had serious problems with Deep State when the NYT published this headline: 
“Defying Allies, Italy Signs On to New Silk Road With China“. 

http://themillenniumreport.com/?s=khazarian+mafia
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/06/the-khazarian-mafia-you-dont-know-what-you-dont-know/
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/03/27/italys-joins-chinas-belt-and-road-initiative.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/23/world/europe/italy-china-xi-silk-road.html
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Graphic taken from: Coronavirus Bioweapon Launched as Economic Sabotage Operation to 
Disrupt Italian-Chinese Port Arrangement 
 
The bottom line here is that March Madness 2020 appears to be the beginning of the end of 
the New World Order agenda. It really is a do-or-die situation for the power elite now that 
they have totally committed to staging an unsustainable global pandemic. It they do not have 
the adequate enforcement mechanisms in place to police this pandemic as they conceived it, 
they’re in HUGE trouble. Because when the dust settles, every inhabitant of the planet is 
going to be asking some serious questions. There are no NIMBYs with this pandemic so 
everyone will want answers that will only lead back to that British officer’s damning 2010 
letter.  This plan to genocide China has been known or in the works for for at least ten years 
to be refined and planned out. 
 
Lastly, if there is an unforeseen reversal of fortune in store for the elites it is this: it looks like 
the coronavirus pandemic is going to end up being the silver bullet that takes down 5G—60-
gigahertz FOREVER! Until corona came along, the 5G juggernaut rolled across the land despite 
its well-known and extreme health dangers. Now, 5G has drawn so much attention and 
deserved scrutiny, because it has been profoundly implicated in the coronavirus pandemic, 
the roll-out will likely be, or should be, halted by nations large and small. 
 
Rather than to add additional new important information, I will include in Part 10. 
 
 
Please share this information before it's too late, as if it's not too late already. 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=8914
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I truly wish I could have offered promising information.  I did another article, “Get Ready for 
His Second Visitation” which I posted on my web page last week. 
 
Blessings, 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com  
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